Design of Ultraviolet photodetector based on Quantum Well Optically Pumped Lasers
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Abstract- The main goal of this research is design of an ultraviolet photodetector based on intersubband transitions in III-Nitride multiple quantum well. Due to the abundance of visible light detectors, optically pumped lasers with ability of converting incident ultraviolet radiation to visible light are proposed. In this way, incident wavelength of about 352nm at ultraviolet wavelength band is converted to wavelength of 559nm at visible range using intersubband transitions in III-Nitride multiple quantum well structures. To calculate parameters of the structure, wave functions and energy levels are obtained by solving 1-D Schrodinger-Poisson equation self consistently at 300°K. Responsivity and optical gain for the designed structure are 4.623(mA/w) and 10.28 (1/cm) at 300°K respectively.
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1 Introduction

Ultraviolet (UV) detectors due to their applications in monitoring of UV radiation, flame detection, missile warning systems, are interested for researchers [1]. UV photodetectors based on large band gap materials such as SiC, GaN, AlGaN, ZnO and MgZn1-xO for detecting photons with high energy are designed [2-4]. III-Nitride materials with wide band gap are commercialized in full-color LCD displays, traffic light, CD/DVD write systems [1]. Also, GaN alloys are confident material in power electronic transistor and thyristors. Photodetectors made of AlxGa1-xN are able to detect wavelength range of 200-360nm by adjusting the Al mole fraction. For this reason structures based on AlxGa1-xN as quantum wells are introduced [4].

In the other hand, population inversion of lasing levels is realized by electrical and optical pumping. Single and dual color lasers in terahertz radiation with electrical pumping are designed based on intersubband transitions in multi quantum wells (MQW) [5, 6]. In these structures, the upper lasing level is populated by an external radiation. Optically pump lasers are important due to using low cost pumping lasers such as CO2 [6].

Due to the importance of UV photodetectors and abundance of visible photodetectors, in this paper, a UV photodetector with ability of converting the incident high energy photons with energy of 3.52ev (352.5nm) in UV band to low energy photons with energy of 2.21ev (559.5nm) in visible range is designed. Photons with high energy are converted to photons with low energy levels by emitting optical phonon with energy of 90meV by intersubband transitions in III-Nitride MQWs quantum cascade detectors. In this way the proposed photodetector acts as a visible light laser with optical pumping. To calculate the detector parameters and optical gain, wave functions and energy levels are obtained by solving 1-D Schrödinger and Poisson equations self consistenstly, at 300°K. Responsivity and optical gain of the designed structure are obtained as 4.623(mA/w) and 10.28 (1/cm) at 300°K respectively.

2 Theoretical Background and Simulation Results

A 3-D view of the proposed photodetector with ability of converting UV to visible radiation is shown in Figure 1. The structure consists of 20 periods III-Nitride MQWs with the wells and barriers thickness listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Summary of size parameters and optical gain of designed structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Well Width</td>
<td>36Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier Width</td>
<td>200Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical Gain</td>
<td>4.623(mA/w)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The concentration of n-doped InN QWs in each period is 5 × 10¹¹ cm⁻². Conduction band edge, energy levels and wave functions for the designed structure are shown in Figure 2. Wave functions and confined energy levels are obtained at 300°K, by solving 1-D Schrödinger and Poisson equations self consistently for III-Nitrides MQWs structures [7]. Incoming UV radiation with wavelength of 352.2 excites electrons in n-doped InN well from the ground state (level 1) to level 16 based on intersubband transitions. Photoexcited electrons reach level 3 by emitting the optical phonons close to GaN LO-phonon energy (90meV). Visible wavelength of 559.5nm is generated by transition of carriers from level 3 to level 2.

Figure 1. A 3-D view of the UV photodetector structure with ability of converting UV to visible radiation.
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The absorption coefficient is obtained as “Equation (1)” [7]:

\[ \alpha(\omega) = \frac{\text{constant}}{n} |M_{ji}|^2 \frac{\mu k_{B} T}{L_{\text{eff}} n^2} \ln \left[ 1 + \exp \left( \frac{E_{i} - E_{f}}{k_{B} T} \right) \right] \times \frac{h/\tau_{\text{m}}}{(E_{i} - E_{f} - h\omega)^2 + (h/\tau_{\text{m}})^2} \] (1)

Where, \( E_{i} \) and \( E_{f} \) are the quantized energy levels for the initial and final states, respectively. \( M_{ji} \), \( \mu \), \( c \), \( L_{\text{eff}} \), \( n \) and \( \tau_{\text{m}} \) are dipole matrix element between initial and final states, the permeability, the speed of light in free space, the effective spatial extent of electrons in subbands, the refractive index of InN and the intersubband relaxation time respectively. The absorption coefficient at 300°K is shown in Figure 3.

The peak of absorption coefficient is corresponding to 3.52ev (352.2μm). The responsivity \( R \) is obtained as “Equation 2” [7]:

\[ R = \eta \frac{\lambda q P_{e}}{N_{QW} h c P_{e}} \] (2)

Where, \( \lambda \), \( q \), \( h \), \( \eta \), \( P_{e} \), \( P_{c} \), \( N_{QW} \) are the incident wavelength, the elementary charge, Planck’s constant, the quantum efficiency, the escape probability of an excited electron in active QW, capture probability into the active QW’s ground state for an electron travelling down the QCD’s cascade and the number of active QW periods of the QCD. The escape probability of an excited electron in active QW and capture probability into the active QW’s ground state are considered as 0.5 and 1 respectively. Absorption efficiency is determined by “Equation 3” [7]:

\[ \eta = 1 - e^{-\alpha(\omega)d} \] (3)
Where, $\alpha$ and $d$ are the absorption coefficient and thickness of active well in each period respectively. The responsivity for the photodetector structure at 300°K is indicated in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. The responsivity for the photodetector structure at 300°K versus photon energy.](image)

The scattering rates between energy levels are determined by non-radiative processes [5]. Electron-LO phonon interaction is considered as the more dominant mechanism than the electron-electron interaction for low population levels [6]. In the other hand the other non-radiative mechanisms such as interface roughness and impurity scattering effects is neglected in our calculations for simplicity. To calculate the optical gain, the population dynamics of the proposed systems is obtained by solving rate equations in steady state condition [5].

The optical gain is determined by “Equation 4” [5]:

$$
\gamma = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar \epsilon_0(n \Gamma_{23})} \frac{2\pi}{\lambda_0} (N_3 - N_2)
$$

(4)

Where, $<2|z|3>$, $\lambda_0$ and $\hbar \Gamma_{23}$ are matrix element between $[2]$ and $[3]$ states, free space lasing wavelength and full width at half maximum of radiation line. Optical gain and electron densities of lasing states for pump intensity of $2.48kW/cm^2$ at 300°K are listed in Table 4.

![Table 4. Optical gain and electron densities of lasing states for pump intensity of $2.48kW/cm^2$ at 300°K](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°K)</th>
<th>$\gamma$ (1/cm)</th>
<th>$N_2$ (1/cm$^3$)</th>
<th>$N_3$ (1/cm$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>10.28</td>
<td>9.55x10$^16$</td>
<td>6.22x10$^{18}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Conclusions
In this paper, UV photodetector based on intersubband transitions III-Nitride MQWs was designed. The incident photon with high energy of 3.52eV (352.5nm) at UV band was converted to photons with low energy of 2.21eV (559.5nm) at visible range.
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